Factors Related to Voluntary Parental Decision-Making in Pediatric Oncology

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Valid parental permission requires that the decision be both informed and voluntary. Previous research has focused on the informational components of decision-making (eg, disclosure and understanding), with little empirical attention to the voluntariness of decisions.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: We address this gap by examining the voluntariness of parents making research or treatment decisions in pediatric oncology. We identify demographic and contextual correlates of voluntariness and highlight the clinical implications of the findings for physicians and investigators.

abstract

OBJECTIVE: The aim of the current study was to examine demographic and contextual correlates of voluntariness in parents making research or treatment decisions for their children with cancer.

METHODS: Participants included 184 parents of children with cancer who made a decision about enrolling the child in a research or treatment protocol within the previous 10 days. Parents completed questionnaires that assessed voluntariness, external influence by others, concern that the child’s care would be negatively affected if the parent did not agree, time pressure, information adequacy, and demographics.

RESULTS: Lower perceived voluntariness was associated with lower education, male gender, minority status, and not having previous experience with a similar decision. Parents who reported lower voluntariness also perceived more external influence and time pressure, had more concern about the child’s care being negatively affected if they declined, and perceived that they had either too much or not enough information about the decision. In a multivariate regression, education, minority status, gender, external influence, and too little information remained significantly associated with voluntariness.

CONCLUSIONS: Several groups of parents appear to be at risk for decreased voluntariness when making research or treatment decisions for their seriously ill children, including fathers, nonwhite parents, and those with less education. Parental voluntariness may be enhanced by helping parents to mitigate the effects of unhelpful or unwanted influences by others and ensuring that their information needs are met.
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Valid consent requires that the decision be both informed and voluntary. Previous research related to parental permission* to research or treatment in pediatric settings has focused largely on disclosure and understanding1–3 and motivations for agreeing to or declining research participation.4–5 Little empirical attention has been paid to the voluntariness of such decisions. There has been debate about the extent to which life-threatening illness may constrain voluntariness. Desperation or hopelessness may compel patients to agree to an intervention, despite lack of understanding or concerns about potential risks.6,7 Proxy decision makers, such as parents, face the stress and uncertainty of decision-making, while also caring for the medical and psychological needs of the child. In prior qualitative research parents of children with cancer reported feelings of shock and distress that impaired their decision-making about treatment8 and research participation.9–10 Parents reported feeling pressured to agree with physicians regarding treatment8 and perceived few alternatives with respect to treatment11,12 or clinical trial enrollment.9

A number of demographic and contextual factors may relate to voluntariness, including demographic characteristics such as gender,13 race,14 education,15 and income,2–16 previous experience with a similar decision; time since diagnosis; parents’ concern that the child’s care could be negatively affected or the medical team would be upset if the parent did not agree; time pressure, and the amount of information that was provided.

**METHODS**

**Recruitment**

Parents for the larger study on which this analysis is based were recruited from January 2007 through June 2008 at an urban, tertiary care pediatric hospital in the northeastern United States. Parents were eligible if they had a seriously ill child receiving care at the hospital and made a decision about enrolling the child in a research or treatment protocol within the previous 10 days. Potential participants were identified from oncology, the cardiac and pediatric intensive care units, and the clinical trials office.

Two hundred sixty-six parents were invited to participate, and the final sample for the original study consisted of 219 participants (see Fig 1). A comparison of the final sample to the 47 parents who declined (n = 16), did not return the questionnaires (n = 19), or were removed from the analysis (n = 12) showed that the samples did not differ in terms of parent gender [\( \chi^2(1) = 2.63, P = .105 \)] or medical unit [\( \chi^2(5) = 4.73, P = .193 \)]. The present analysis is limited to the 184 parents from oncology.

**Procedures**

The study was approved by the hospital's institutional review board. Potential participants were approached by the study coordinator as soon as possible after they made a decision about a research or treatment protocol. In the majority of cases (n = 162, 88%), parents were approached on the inpatient oncology units; others were approached in the outpatient clinic. The study coordinator addressed the elements of informed consent (eg, 

---

*We use the word “permission” instead of “consent” because consent refers to decisions that a legally competent individual makes regarding his or her own medical care. Permission is the appropriate term when referring to decisions that parents make on behalf of children.*
procedures, risks, and benefits) and explained that the purpose of the study was to develop a survey to measure whether a choice is voluntary. After parents provided verbal informed consent, they completed the questionnaires, usually in the child’s room or in a clinic room. They received $20 after completing the questionnaires.

Measures

Voluntariness

The development of the Decision-Making Control Instrument (DMCI) was the primary objective of the larger study on which this analysis is based. Potential items were generated from existing measures of related constructs and a qualitative study. Final items were chosen on the basis of factor analysis and conceptual clarity. The DMCI contains 9 parent-report items that assess perceived voluntariness, defined as control over the decision about whether to agree to a research or treatment protocol (eg, “I was powerless in the face of this decision,” reverse scored). The response format was a 6-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. We did not include a neutral response option because of concern that respondents might choose that option to avoid making a commitment in either direction. Items were summed to create a total score; higher scores indicate greater voluntariness. Analyses with the larger sample on which this study is based support the reliability and validity of the DMCI. Cronbach’s α was 0.83 in this subsample of parents from oncology.

External Influence

External influence was assessed with 6 parent-report items that were developed for the study and that captured the degree to which others tried to influence, persuade, manipulate, and/or coerce the decision (eg, “Others tried to manipulate me into making a particular decision”). The response format was the same as for the DMCI. Items were summed to create a total score; higher scores indicate greater external influence. Cronbach’s α was 0.93 in the present sample.

Concern That Care Would Be Negatively Affected

Parents’ concern that the child’s care would be negatively affected and the medical team would be upset if they did not agree was assessed with 3 items (eg, “I was concerned that my child’s care would be negatively affected if I didn’t agree to the protocol”). The response format was the same as for the DMCI. Items were summed to create a total score; higher scores indicate greater concern. Cronbach’s α was 0.77 in the present sample.

Time Pressure

Parents’ perception of time pressure was assessed with 1 item: “I had to make a decision quickly.” The response format was the same as for the DMCI. A higher score indicates more time pressure.

Information Adequacy

Parents’ perception of the amount of information that was provided was assessed separately with 3 items (eg, “At the time, I felt I had too little information about this decision”). The response format was the same as for the DMCI. A higher score for each item indicates greater agreement.

Analytic Plan

Ordinal variables were recoded into dichotomous variables for the analysis. Parent race was recoded into a dichotomous variable that reflected whether the parent was from a minority racial group, defined as nonwhite. Spearman ρ correlations and t tests were used to determine if demographic variables and contextual factors were associated with parental voluntariness. Variables that were significant at P < .05 were entered into a multivariate regression to determine which variables remained significant predictors of voluntariness when all other variables were included in the model.
RESULTS

Participants and Decision Characteristics

Demographic and illness characteristics are presented in Table 1. The average time since diagnosis in children was 9.78 months (SD = 22.41), with a range of 0 to 123 months. Approximately half (n = 90) of children had been diagnosed for <1 month. Fifty-seven percent of parents made a decision about enrolling the child in a research protocol versus standard treatment; 37% made a decision about agreeing to a treatment protocol (these data are missing for 6% of participants). The average number of days from decision to study participation was 4.18 (SD = 2.54). Of the parents who made a research decision, 98% enrolled their children in the research protocol, and 2% declined the research protocol and chose standard treatment. Of the parents who made a treatment decision, 100% agreed to the treatment of their children. Forty-three percent of parents made a similar decision for the child in the past.

Demographic Characteristics and Voluntariness

In bivariate analyses lower perceived voluntariness was associated with lower education, male gender, minority status, and not having previous experience with a similar decision. Income and time since diagnosis were not associated with parental voluntariness (Table 2).

Contextual Factors and Voluntariness

In bivariate analyses lower perceived voluntariness was associated with making a treatment decision (versus research), more external influence, more concern that the child’s care would be negatively affected if the parent declined, more time pressure, less agreement with having enough information about the decision, and more agreement with having too little or too much information (Table 3).

Multivariate Regression

In the regression model including the demographic and contextual variables that were significant in the bivariate analyses, education, minority status, gender, external influence, and perception of enough and too little information remained significantly associated with parental voluntariness (Table 4). The model accounted for 53% of the variance in voluntariness scores. Previous experience with a similar decision, research versus treatment decision, concern that the child’s care would be negatively affected, time pressure, and the perception of too much information were no longer associated with voluntariness.

DISCUSSION

We found that voluntariness was associated with a number of demographic and contextual variables, but only some remained significant in the multivariate regression. Parent perception of too little information was associated with lower voluntariness, whereas perception of enough information was associated with greater voluntariness. Having too little information may deprive parents of a key means through which to cope with a stressful situation.24 In contrast, the perception of having enough information may enhance coping ability and self-efficacy, a concept closely related to control. These findings support the idea that tailoring information to the needs of each parent may be an important aspect of effective informed permission.13,24

Parents making treatment decisions experienced lower voluntariness compared with parents making research decisions, but this finding was no longer significant in the multivariate regression. When making a decision about a treatment protocol in pediatric oncology, parents are faced with a tragic, unwanted choice between potentially lifesaving and toxic treatment or death.11,12 This situation is likely to produce feelings of powerlessness, which may translate into decreased control over specific decisions. In contrast, parents making

| Table 1 Demographic and Illness Characteristics (N = 184) |
|---------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Variable                  | n (%) or M (SD) |
| Parent age, y             | 38.02 (7.82)    |
| Parent gender, female     | 138 (75%)       |
| Parent race               |                 |
| Black or African American | 42 (23%)        |
| American Indian/Alaskan Native | 1 (< 1%)    |
| Asian                     | 9 (5%)          |
| White                     | 120 (65%)       |
| Other                     | 12 (7%)         |
| Marital status            |                 |
| Married/living with partner | 133 (72%)   |
| Single                    | 29 (16%)        |
| Separated                 | 10 (5%)         |
| Divorced                  | 9 (5%)          |
| Widowed                   | 2 (1%)          |
| Other                     | 1 (1%)          |
| Highest education         |                 |
| Some high school          | 8 (4%)          |
| Completed high school     | 30 (16%)        |
| Vocational or some college| 66 (36%)        |
| College degree            | 43 (23%)        |
| Some postgraduate education | 7 (4%)       |
| Professional or graduate degree | 29 (16%) |
| Unknown/missing           | 1 (< 1%)        |
| Income                    |                 |
| <$19,999                  | 20 (11%)        |
| $20,000–39,999            | 57 (30%)        |
| $40,000–59,999            | 28 (15%)        |
| $60,000–79,999            | 33 (18%)        |
| $80,000–99,999            | 25 (14%)        |
| >$100,000                 | 38 (21%)        |
| Unknown/missing           | 3 (2%)          |
| Child’s illness           |                 |
| Leukemia                  | 65 (35%)        |
| Lymphoma                  | 19 (10%)        |
| Solid tumor               | 91 (50%)        |
| Unspecified cancer        | 9 (5%)          |
| Time since diagnosis      |                 |
| <1 mo                     | 90 (49%)        |
| 1–3 mo                    | 42 (23%)        |
| 3–6 mo                    | 4 (2%)          |
| 6–12 mo                   | 13 (7%)         |
| 1–2 y                     | 13 (7%)         |
| >2 y                      | 22 (12%)        |
a decision about a research protocol usually (but not always) have at least 2 options: the research protocol or standard treatment. In making this decision, parents may experience a sense of empowerment, and, therefore, enhanced voluntariness. Although the relationship between type of decision and voluntariness was only significant in the bivariate analysis, the effect of this and other decision features (eg, type of intervention; risks and benefits) warrants additional study.

One issue not addressed in this study is that some parents may not want control over decisions having to do with their child’s medical care. Previous research suggests that there is variability in the extent to which parents prefer decision-making autonomy. Tait et al found that African American parents were more likely than white parents to prefer a passive role in decisions about the child’s anesthetic care. Thus, parents who report lower levels of control may prefer less control. Research suggests that outcomes, such as satisfaction and adherence, may be enhanced when the individual’s expectations for control are matched by the situation. An examination of these complex relationships is an important next step, because the ethical imperative of beneficence may be best achieved by helping parents to reach their desired level of control.

The findings should be interpreted in light of several limitations. First, our sample consisted of parents who agreed to participate in a study about decision-making, and such parents may differ from parents who did not participate. For example, parents who participated may have perceived the permission process more positively than those who declined. A related point is that the sample consisted primarily of women, and almost half held a college degree or higher. Additional work needs to be done to understand predictors of voluntariness in fathers and in potentially vulnerable groups. Second, our definition of voluntariness focuses on the individual’s subjective perception, but there may be controlling influences in the environment that the parent is unaware of (eg, intentional deception). A decision in the presence of such an influence should be considered nonvoluntary from a regulatory and ethical standpoint, even if the decision maker perceives a high degree of control. Third, our measure of external influence did not distinguish between sources of influence (eg, physician, family member), which may have different associations with voluntariness. Fourth, this study was cross-sectional, so it is impossible to determine the direction of effects between voluntariness and the other variables. Fifth, because the variables were based on parent report, shared method variance cannot be ruled out as an explanation for the findings. In other words, the significant correlations could have resulted because the same method was used to measure all variables. Sixth, some items used to assess voluntariness and external influence may have been difficult for less educated parents to understand, a point that should be addressed in future research using the DMCI. Finally, these findings are based on a secondary analysis of an existing data set. The intent of the original study was to develop the DMCI; it was not designed to answer the specific questions that are addressed.
The findings have clinical implications for physicians and investigators. It may be helpful to assess parents for physicians and investigators. It may be helpful or unwanted in assisting parents in identifying voluntariness. Another strategy would be to assist parents in identifying unhelpful or unwanted influences on the decision and help them to mitigate these influences. One simple way to do this is to emphasize that the decision is up to them. This recommendation is consistent with what was found in previous research with parents of children with cancer, who suggested that physicians emphasize the voluntary nature of trial participation and use the word “choice” at least 3 times during the protocol discussion. Another strategy would be to talk to parents about the extent to which individuals they have talked to about the decision have or have not been helpful. Although the physician who conducted the protocol discussion could engage in this dialogue with parents, nurses may be more accessible, and parents may be more willing to open up to them regarding the decision-making process. Previous research demonstrated that the presence of a nurse at the consent conference for pediatric leukemia was associated with parental understanding; the authors suggest that nurses may provide emotional support and promote an environment in which parents are encouraged to participate. Finally, there are several potentially vulnerable subgroups of parents in terms of voluntariness: fathers, less educated parents, and nonwhite parents. Additional research is needed to understand the reasons for decreased voluntariness among these parents.

The informed permission process provides an opportunity to establish a trusting and respectful relationship with families, which is critical in the context of a life-threatening or chronic disease. Future research should incorporate longitudinal designs to examine whether aspects of informed permission, including voluntariness, predict the quality of the parent-physician relationship. Perceived voluntariness may also predict other outcomes that are important to clinicians and investigators, such as adherence to the treatment or research protocol, attrition and follow-up, and parental adjustment. Research on parental voluntariness that incorporates objective measurement of the informed permission process and physician or researcher behaviors is also needed. For example, Kodish and colleagues have conducted numerous studies related to informed permission in pediatric leukemia. In those studies they used an observer checklist that provides an objective assessment of elements of the protocol discussion. Future research should also determine whether different interventions to enhance parental decision-making, such as anticipatory guidance, physician training, and other modifications such as enhanced consent forms and the use of multimedia, affect voluntariness.

CONCLUSIONS

Parental permission for a child to undergo a medical treatment or research intervention should be informed and voluntary. We found that fathers, nonwhite parents, and less educated parents were at risk for decreased voluntariness. Lower voluntariness was also associated with the perception of more influence from others and having too little information at the time of the decision. Parental voluntariness may be enhanced by helping parents to mitigate the effects of unhelpful or unwanted influences and ensuring that their information needs are met. Additional research is needed to understand longitudinal outcomes of voluntariness and whether interventions to improve informed permission also impact parental voluntariness.
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